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CONTENTS 
36 Building cards 
54 Character cards  
4 Season cards 
6 Priority cards 
60 Dollar tokens ($1, $2, or $5 denominations) 
60 Victory Point tokens (1, 2, or 5 denominations) 
1 Rulebook 

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 
Howdy, partners, and welcome to Capital City™! In this here fast-playing card game designed by James 
Ernest, you’ve got one year to help build the most famous town in all the West!  Each season, the train will 
bring in city slickers and kinfolk from the east to help you run your new businesses on Main Street. Hire your 
workers carefully, keeping in mind that members of the same family help each other reach success faster!  In 
Capital City™, Dollars are useful, but Victory Points are like pure gold! At the end of the year, the player with 
the most Victory Points wins the game and becomes the new Mayor of Capital City™! Bring home a little 
piece of the wild west today! 

TITLE Capital City™ 
~RELEASE November 2017 

UNIT STOCK NUMBER CLP134 

AGES 8+ 
PLAYERS 3-6 
TIME 30-50 minutes 

   UPC 8 45866 00134 7 
BOX SIZE 8.5” x 6.4” x 2” 
BOX WEIGHT ~1.2 lbs 

CASE PACK 6 
CASE WEIGHT ~7 lbs 
CASE SIZE ~8.75” x 6.50” x 13” 
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GAMEPLAY 
In Capital City™, players have four rounds represented by the seasons of the year to expand their Wild West 
town!  First, they bid for player Priority order for the current season.  Next, they choose Character cards from 
the train to put to work, and then purchase Building cards to form Main Street. Then, players attach 
Character cards to the Building cards to earn Dollars or Victory Points!  Attached Characters are workers that 
provide bonuses to the current player and other players with Characters from the same family! At the end of 
four seasons, the player with the most Victory Points wins! Yee-haw! 

CONSUMER BENEFITS AND APPEAL 
Capital City™ creates a fun experience taking fewer 
than 40 minutes to play, allowing even the busiest of 
families or gamers to come together and enjoy the 
experience.  

Entertain up to six players in a single game of Capital 
City™, making it an obvious choice for larger families, 
parties, and gaming groups. 

The eye-popping, fanciful artwork showcases the fun 
and adventure of building the Old West with families 
from six unique character groups. 

RETAILER BENEFITS AND APPEAL 
Created by James Ernest, well known for his 
innovation and affordable games presentations in the 
tabletop gaming world!  

Capital City™ features an easy to understand robust 
flow of gameplay from bidding to drafting, making it 

easy for retailers to introduce new players to a bevy of gaming concepts. 

Capital City™ provides a light strategic experience, easily described using the back of the box demo, and is 
perfect for players of all experience levels. 
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